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Abstract The popularity of mobile devices, especially
intelligent mobile phones, significantly prompt various
location-based services (LBSs) in cloud systems. These ser-
vices not only greatly facilitate people’s daily lives, but also
cause serious threats that users’ location information may be
misused or leaked by service providers. The dummy-based
privacy protection techniques have significant advantages
over others because they neither rely on trusted servers
nor need adequate number of trustworthy peers. Existing
dummy-based location privacy protection schemes, how-
ever, cannot yet provide long-term privacy protection. In
this paper, we propose four principles for the dummy-based
long-term location privacy protection (LT-LPP). Based on
the principles, we propose a set of long-term consistent
dummy generation algorithms for the LT-LPP. Our approach
is built on soft computing techniques and can balance the
preferred privacy protection and computing cost. Compre-
hensive experimental results demonstrate that our approach
is effective to both long-term privacy protection and fake path
generation for LBSs in mobile clouds.
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1 Introduction

Mobile cloud computing enables mobile users to enjoy
various information services, in which the location infor-
mation of the users is a crucial context for providing useful
and preferred services (Bilogrevic et al. 2014; Liang et al.
2012). With the rapid growth of mobile devices in recent
years, for example, location-based services (LBSs) have been
greatly developed, and people increasingly rely on LBSs in
their daily lives (Lien et al. 2013). Location-based infor-
mation retrieval is essential in various LBSs (Paulet et al.
2012). More specifically, users send location-based queries
to cloud computing providers and acquire the correspond-
ing information (Puttaswamy et al. 2014) such as price
and evaluation of restaurants within 1km from their current
location.

Location privacy in mobile clouds is a critical concern to
both researchers and practitioners. Although greatly facilitat-
ing people’s lives, rapidly growing LBSs also cause potential
threats against their users (Hernández et al. 2014; Zhang et al.
2014).

In LBSs, users have to send queries that contain their cur-
rent locations and identifiers to cloud providers to obtain the
location-specific information (Mahmoud and Shen 2012).
User privacy (e.g., user name) either is explicitly given in
these identifiers or can implicitly be derived from other data
like IP address in queries. Furthermore, a series of queries
can be linked together through identifiers to produce more
information such as user mobility patterns (Dewri 2013). So,
the leakage of personal private information is unacceptable
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Fig. 1 Inconsistency of trip faking

in a public database (Cho et al. 2013; Tomoya et al. 2014).
Although databases of cloud providers in general are not pub-
lic, the sensitive location information could still be misused
or leaked by incapable or malicious providers. Once adver-
saries get a user’s location information, they can invade his
privacy more easily (Pan et al. 2012).

Widespread concerns lead to extensive research aiming at
protecting users’ location privacy in LBSs. In Shokri et al.
(2010), the authors divided the location privacy into two lev-
els: microscopic-level and macroscopic-level. The former,
which also is called as snapshot level location privacy, repre-
sents a user’s privacy within a single query. The latter refers
to the user’s privacy within a whole journey with multiple
queries. To capture the location privacy in a finer granular-
ity, in this paper, we further subdivide the macroscopic-level
location privacy as journey-level (e.g., a trip from Shanghai
to Beijing) and long-term (e.g., activities in 1month) location
privacy.

A collection of techniques are developed for achieving dif-
ferent levels of privacy protection. Existing schemes on loca-
tion privacy protection fall into three categories: anonymity-
based (Gedik and Liu 2008; Samarati and Sweeney 1998),

obfuscation-based (Ardagna and Cremonini 2011; Ardagna
et al. 2007), and dummy generation-based (Lu et al. 2008)
location privacy protection. Both the anonymity-based and
theobfuscation-based schemes canprotect onlymicroscopic-
level location privacy, while the dummy generation based
schemes can providemacroscopic-level location privacy pro-
tection.

However, there are two serious limitations in existing
dummy generation-based privacy protection schemes. The
first one is that these schemes need the source and the desti-
nation of a trip before the fake path generation. In practice,
however, users possibly do not know their sources and des-
tinations, for example, they just walk around sometimes.
Second, what is worse, these schemes are incompetent to
protect location privacy in a long period. We illustrate this
problem in the following scenario.

In Fig. 1, A–N are 14 locations, and a user lives at A
and works at B. Let an existing fake trip generation scheme
generates three paths: A → B, C → D, and E → F, where A
→ B is true, while C→D and E→ F are synthetic and fake.
As a result, an adversary cannot differentiate the true trip
from other two ones, which means this scheme can protect
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journey-level (A → B) location privacy well. From then on,
the user conducts two more trips between A and B in next
days. Assume the scheme, respectively, generates two path
groups: A→B, G→H, I→ J and A→B, K→ L,M→N.
Now, the adversary can find the true trip is between A and B
from the three groups of paths, which exemplifies that these
existing schemes cannot provide long-term location privacy
protection if the adversary traces a user in a long enough
period. The authors in You et al. (2007) have pointed out
this problem, but they achieve the consistency only through
impractical assumptions.

Motivated by the above scenario, this paper focuses on
long-term location privacy protection. We first propose four
general principles for the dummy generation. Then, we pro-
pose our long-term consistent dummy generation approach
based on these principles. It is well known that the more
precise a solution is, the more computation and communica-
tion cost the solution needs. Unlike conventional computing,
soft computing is tolerant of imprecision, uncertainty, partial
truth and approximation to achieve tractability, robustness,
and low solution cost (Ahmad and Ansari 2012; Metre et al.
2012; Wahab et al. 2009; Yu and Kaynak 2009). Therefore,
based on soft computing techniques (Kim and Bien 2008;
Mitra et al. 2002; Murakami and Honda 2008; Yager et al.
2014), we develop our dummy generation algorithms to pro-
vide preferred location privacy protection ability for mobile
cloud user in the long-term level with a low cost. Experi-
mental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
on trip faking as well as keeping long-term consistency. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. We define three categories of privacy, i.e., microscopic-
level (snapshot level), journey-level, and long-term loca-
tion privacy to capture different application requests. In
this paper, we focus on long-term location privacy pro-
tection.

2. We propose the four principles (symmetry, decongestion,
practicability, and consistency) for the dummygeneration
to provide long-term location privacy protection. These
principles are essential for protecting users’ privacy in a
long period.

3. Based on the above four principles, we propose and
develop novel dummy generation algorithms that take
both real geographical information and long-term con-
sistency into account. The comprehensive experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in
terms of the fake path generation and the long-term con-
sistency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2,
we briefly review related work. Section 3 proposes the four
dummy generation principles for long-term location privacy
protection. In Sect. 4, we propose the long-term consistent

dummy generation algorithms. Section 5 evaluates the effec-
tiveness of our approach. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related work

Researches on location privacy protection for LBSs can
be categorized intomicroscopic-level andmacroscopic-level
location privacy.

Microscopic-level privacy protection schemes focus on
how to hide users’ location in a single query (Leu et al.
2014; Leu 2009). To protect privacy, Samarati et al. first pro-
posed a k-anonymity metric (Samarati and Sweeney 1998).
Gruteser and Grunwald (2003) applied this metric in the con-
text of location privacy and designed a scheme to achieve
k-anonymity by introducing a trusted anonymizer. Its basic
idea is that the trusted anonymizer first gathers at least k
queries from different users in a cloaking region and then
delivers the queries to a untrusted LBS provider after elim-
inating users’ identifiers. Consequently, the LBS provider
only knows there are k users in the cloaking region, but can-
not find out the exact location of any user.

To improve k-anonymity metric or to eliminate the
anonymizer, some enhanced schemes are designed. The
authors in Mokbel et al. (2006) set a minimum acceptable
resolution of the cloaked spatial region to ensure that the
cloaking area is big enough. In Chow et al. (2006), decen-
tralized approaches were developed to eliminate the central
anonymizer and to achieve k-anonymity. Moreover, a dis-
tributed location-aware access control mechanism for smart
buildings was developed to make authorization decisions by
considering both user location data and access credentials
(Hernández et al. 2014). This localization system does not
require any intermediate entity, providing the benefits of a
decentralized approach for smart environments.

Macroscopic-level privacyprotection aims at hidingusers’
location in a journey with multiple queries. Dummy-based
techniques were widely researched for macroscopic-level
privacy protection because they need neither trusted third
party nor reliable peers. Kido et al. (2005) propose to protect
users’ location privacy by sending user’s location with fake
locations called dummies, but their focus is reducing commu-
nication cost instead of dummy generation. There are many
researches on improving dummy generation scheme. In Lu
et al. (2008), two schemes are introduced to generate queries
containing k locations which form a cloaking area always
bigger than a threshold. Authors of You et al. (2007) pro-
posed a mechanism to generate fake paths under unrealistic
assumptions. In Chow and Golle (2009), a method which
relies on adding noises to traces generated by a trip planner
was developed.

In most recent years, Mahmoud et al. proposed a cloud-
based scheme for efficiently protecting source nodes’ loca-
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tion privacy against Hotspot-locating attack by creating a
cloud with an irregular shape of fake traffic (Mahmoud and
Shen 2012). Bilogrevic et al. (2014) designed a private circu-
lar query protocol (PCQP) to deal with privacy and accuracy
issues of privacy-preserving LBS.

3 Soft computing-based dummy generation
principles for LBSs

3.1 Preliminaries

3.1.1 Soft computing

Soft computing is usually defined as a family of techniques
such as evolutionary computation, probabilistic reasoning,
and chaos theory (Ogiela et al. 2014), well suited for coping
with imprecision and uncertainty (Trawiński et al. 2013).
Some researches have been done on privacy protection based
on soft computing techniques over the last decade.

Trawiński et al. (2013) proposed amulticlassifier approach
for topology-based WiFi indoor localization, which com-
bines soft computing techniques over the data collected by
smartphones. This proposal does not require additional hard-
ware or infrastructure since the location estimation stage is
embedded into smart objects.

Hernández et al. (2014) implemented a soft computing-
based location-aware access control application for smart
buildings. This approach set up an access control engine
embedded into smart objects, which are responsible to make
authorization decisions by considering both user location
data and access credentials. In this system, the location-aware
access control mechanism does not require any intermediate
entity, providing the benefits of a decentralized approach for
smart environments.

Based on soft computing approach, Wahab et al. (2009)
modeled individual driving behavior to identify features that
may be efficiently and effectively used to profile each driver.
It has great potential applications on real-time driver identi-
fication and verification.

3.1.2 Location-based services

A query sent to a LBS provider typically contains four parts:
(1) user’s identification like username, (2) user’s current
location (e.g., latitude and longitude), (3) a question such
as “what are the restaurants within one kilometer?” and (4)
a timestamp. Without modification on server side, multiple
requestsmust bemade if wewant to confuse adversaries with
fake locations. However, excessive communication overhead
are unacceptable in this way. So, we suppose users make
one query including genuine and fake locations at one time.
We denote a set of locations in a query as Qi = Li =

{li0, li1, . . . , lik}, where i is the i th query, k (k = 1, 2, 3, . . .)
is the amount of fake locations, and li0 is user’s genuine loca-
tion. A fake location like li1 is called a dummy, and a dummy
group is defined as a series of consecutive dummies, denoted
as Dj = {l1j , l2j , . . . , lij }), which is similar to notation in You
et al. (2007). Given a reference location lr and current loca-
tion lc, a movement or an offset means the vector from lr to
lc, expressed as m = lc − lr = (d, θ).

3.1.3 Soft computing-based location privacy protection

We employ soft computing techniques to provide mobile
users with preferred privacy protection, aiming at balanc-
ing the tolerable imprecision and the low computing cost.
Without loss of generality, we divide a map into a series
of squares, and each square (denoted as s) is labeled with
respective geographical information g. In order to reduce the
number of squares for saving storage without decreasing the
precision, the adjacent squares with the same or “similar”
information can be combined, and then spatial data structure
such as Quad-tree can be introduced.

In this paper, there are four assumptions to profile the abil-
ity of adversaries. First, adversaries know specific queries
from a user and may record all the queries for correlation
attack in a long term. This assumption allows LBS providers
to require explicit identifiers such as usernames. Second,
adversaries know the dummy generation algorithms so that
they can find out users’ true locations through analyzing
these algorithms. The third assumption is that adversaries
cannot distinguish user’s true location by sending specific
answers to user and then watching his reaction. Under this
assumption, it is not necessary to care about the content of
user’s questions and provider’s answers. Finally, we assume
adversaries have no targeted information such as user’s
home place. This is also a common assumption in previous
work.

We will present the four principles for dummy generation
through the following two schemes.

3.2 Random scheme

We consider geographical information in dummy generation
to make it practical. Although this scheme randomly gener-
ates fake locations, it still needs to meet some restrictions.
For example, a dummymust not appear in a lake while a user
is walking on a street. In our square model, when a user is
at square x and corresponding geographical information is
denoted as gx , a square y that contains a fake location must
have similar information gy to keep dummies similar to gen-
uine one. So a similarity should be defined on the set of all
squares based on their geographical information. This rela-
tion must be symmetric, i.e., if x is similar to y, then y must
be similar to x . Otherwise, if two locations in x and y appear
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Fig. 2 Problems in defective schemes. a Congestion. b Impracticabil-
ity. c Asymmetry. d Inconsistency

in one query, adversary would deduce that x must be dummy,
because he knows the scheme never is generated based on a
dissimilar square. This requirement can be generalized to the
whole dummygeneration algorithm. Specifically, if one loca-
tion can be generate based on another location, the inverse
side must also be established. This is the first dummy gener-
ation principle symmetry.

Principle 1 (Symmetry)Dummy generation algorithmmust
be symmetrical.

Based on this principle, we can generate dummies as fol-
lows: When a user generates a query at location l0, we first
determine his current square s0, then extract all squares sim-
ilar to s0, and finally randomly choose a square for each
dummy group as s j . After that, we randomly select a posi-
tion in s j as l j . Any adversary cannot distinguish the user’s
location based on a single query. If genuine and fake loca-
tions are too close, however, the adversary may compromise
user’s location privacy without needing to find out the gen-
uine location. In Fig. 2a, a circle represents a genuine location
while other shapes stand for dummies. If dummies are rectan-
gles, user’s privacy is properly protected. Otherwise, user’s
privacy is in danger. It means that too close or even over-
lapped locations will cause degradation of snapshot level
privacy protection. So, we have the second principle decon-
gestion.

Principle 2 (Decongestion) In a query, some locations may
be close to each other occasionally, but safe distance must
always be met.

3.3 Imitational scheme

Random scheme can achieve only snapshot level location
privacy protection. As is shown in Fig. 2b, we assume the
side length of a square to be 1km and the time interval
between adjacent two queries be 1min. Then the adversary
could easily deduce that rectangles are dummies, because
if these locations are genuine, the user’s moving speed is
impractical. So we get the third principle practicability. In
fact, this principle is just the reason why we should choose
a similar square in a dummy generation scheme.

Principle 3 (Practicability) Dummies and trajectories must
be practical.

Intuitively, we can generate fake trajectories by imitat-
ing the real track according to the following steps. Before
dummy generation, we make a rotation degree denoted as
δ j for dummy group Dj . For the first query, we randomly
choose locations which are all in squares similar to s00 and
have proper distance. For other queries, we assume Qp is
the nearest preceding query, now our known conditions are
user’s current location lc0 and {lp0 , lp1 , . . . , lpk }. Based on them,
we can calculate user’s movement (d0, θ0) and then deter-
mine dummies following equation lcj = lpj + (d0, θ0 + δ j ).

However, the above approach potentially violates the
practicability principle that the square that contains lcj may
be dissimilar to sc0. Therefore, we need to adjust results as
follows. For any scj dissimilar to sc0, we search out the square

s̃cj closest to l
c
j and similar to sc0 ; then we randomly select a

location l̃cj in s̃
c
j as new lcj .

But unfortunately, sometimes trajectories generated by
this scheme have deficiencies. First, as depicted in Fig. 2c, if
pathwith triangle points is genuine, the adversarywho knows
the algorithm can tell that the last points of other paths will
look like the hollow shapes, so this path is definitely syn-
thetic. It is a consequence of violating symmetry principle
which is caused by adjusting step. From Fig. 2c, we can eas-
ily find that some paths, e.g., the path with rectangle points,
are bogus because they are impractical. Finally, as illustrated
in Fig. 2d, this scheme shares a same defect with schemes
in Krumm (2009); Shankar et al. (2009). All of them could
provide only trip-level privacy protection, which means the
density distribution of a dummy group should be akin to that
of genuine locations. Then the fourth principle consistency
is derived.

Principle 4 (Consistency)Dummies must be consistent with
history and formadistributionpattern like original locations.
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4 Long-term consistent dummy generation

Existing work ignores some of above four principles through
impractical assumptions. We take all four principles into
account, especially long-term consistency, and then propose
a novel scheme to generate consistent dummies. As shown
in Fig. 1, different paths have totally different orientation
change patterns, but all of them are practical. Thus without
information out of bounds, adversary cannot tell the real track
of user. There are still two pitfalls in fulfilling consistency
principle. The first one is how to get the same results under
the same conditions. The second is how to keep distribution
pattern resembling the genuine one.

Since adversaries have the full knowledgeof our approach,
the algorithm must be randomized. A naive method to solve
the first problem is recording all random results in persistent
storage. But the conditions are varying fast. As a result, it
is almost impossible to record all the information. Our pro-
posal resolves this difficulty by using a trick. The numbers
generated by a typical random function in programming are
pseudorandom, which means the same seed results in the
same number sequence. On the other hand, if steps before
a random selection is deterministic, then the same condi-
tions will lead to same candidate results for this selection.
Each user sets a fixed privacy code C. Thus, under the same
conditions, the same results can be obtained for user, while
adversaries can only figure out the candidates but have no
idea of how to filter final results from them.

In our scheme, current fake location is generated based
on the last one. But due to the offset of dummies does not
match corresponding genuine one, another mechanism must
be introduced to ensure consistency of distribution patterns.
In our proposal, if the time interval between two consecu-
tive queries is longer than a predefined threshold, the latter
one is defined as leading query; otherwise, it is called suc-
ceeding query. When leading queries arrive, we regenerate a
new start point for each dummy group to maintain long-term
consistency.

Users’ queries can be divided into two categories: initial
query and leading query in terms of their request time. The
initial query refers to the first query from a user. The lead-
ing query is the query following the initial query within a
specified time interval. In the two categories of queries, start
points for each dummy group must be elaborately selected to
guarantee the long-term consistency, presented as follows.

4.1 Dummy generation algorithm for the initial query

Before dummy generation, user needs to set up several para-
meters. The first one is k, indicating how many groups of
dummies should be created.More dummies result in stronger
anonymity in the cost of more resource consumption. The

second parameter is a realm R, representing the place in
which dummies should be located. A typical realm is a city,
because if dummies are located in another city, the LBS
provider is very likely to find out they are synthetic based
on network information. Last parameter is a privacy code C
which was described before.

In the initial query, there is no history information, and
our focus is distance between any two of all the locations
and geographical information. The upper bound of distance
is determined according to R, and the lower bound is set as
a fraction of upper bound. The upper bound which ensures
starting positions of dummy groups can be found within the
bounds of R, while the lower bound is designed to ensure
decongestion principle is fulfilled.

Algorithm 1 describes the dummy generation mechanism
for the initial query. We know user’s starting location ls0 and
set the corresponding square as ss0 in step 1. Then, we select
all squares similar to ss0 as candidates in step 2.Note that these
candidate squares are d (dmin ≤ d ≤ dmax) far from ls0. Next,
for each dummy group j , Algorithm 1 randomly chooses a
square having proper distance to other start locations from
candidates and then randomly selects a location in the square
as l j . Finally, Algorithm 1 will generate k fake locations
lsj (1 ≤ j ≤ k). Let a query area contain n squares. The
complexity of Algorithm 1 is only O(n).

Algorithm 1 Dummy generation for initial query
Input: ls0, dmin and dmax ;
Output: Qs={ls0, ls1, . . . , lsk }
1: ss0 ← the square contains ls0;
2: S← all the similar square d far from ls0 (dmin≤d≤dmax )
3: for j = 1 to k do
4: srj ← a random square in S
5: lrj ← a random location in srj
6: remove all the squares d ′ far from lrj in S

(d ′<dmin , or d ′>dmax )
7: end for
8: Return {ls0, ls1, . . . , lsk }

4.2 Dummy generation algorithm for the leading query

On receiving a leading query defined above, we first find
out the squares which have the maximum number of user’s
genuine or fake occurrences and consider them as refer-
ence squares, namely {sr0, sr1, . . . , srk}. Based on the reference
squares and user’s current location lc0, i.e., l

s
0, new start loca-

tions are generated with Algorithm 2. Similar to Algorithm
1, it first sets the corresponding square as ss0 in step 1. Then,
Algorithm 2 calculates dmin and dmax. They determine in
which area fake locations will be generated, together with
θmin and θmax), as shown in Fig. 3. Finally, Algorithm 2 will
generate k fake locations lsj (1 ≤ j ≤ k). Let a query area
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contain n squares. The complexity of Algorithm 2 is also
O(n).

Algorithm 2 Dummy generation for leading query
Input: {sr0, sr1, . . . , srk }, ls0, {δ0,δ1,...,δk} and constants C1,

C2, C3; (0 ≤ C1 ≤ 1 ≤ C2, 0 ≤ C3 ≤ π )
Output: Qs={ls0, ls1, . . . , lsk }
1: ss0 ← the square contains ls0;
2: lr0 ← a random location in sr0
3: (d0, θ0) ← ls0 − lr0
4: (d, θ) ← (d0× RAND(C1, C2),θ0 + RAND(−π , π ))
5: (dmin, dmax ) ← (C1 × d,C2 × d)

6: for j = 1 to k do
7: lrj ← a random location in srj
8: θ j ← θ+ RAND(−π , π )
9: (θmin, θmax ) ← (θ j − C3, θ j + C3)

10: let lrj be the center, with dmin , dmax , θmax , θmin , a realm R is
formed, illustrated in Fig. 3;

11: S ← squares intersected with R and similar to ss0
12: Remove squares which have already been selected more than k/2

times from S
13: If (S is not empty) {
14: ssj ← a random square in S
15: lsj ← a random location within ssj ∩ R }

Else
16: Change ls0 into a square near s

s
0; then jump to the start

EndIf
17: end for
18: Return{ls0, ls1, . . . , lsk }

In Algorithm 2, adjusting a dummy is intentionally
avoided to meet symmetry principle and removing high
frequently selected squares for adhering to decongestion
principle. There are three constants which determine the area
of candidate realm. Smaller area indicates higher consis-
tency, but it also results in higher probability that no similar
square can be found especially when “similar” is defined
strictly. When there is no suitable squares for any dummy
group, we modify user’s current location as a compromise.
The answer’s accuracy of one query is sacrificed for indistin-

Fig. 3 Candidate region

guishability of dummies. Another problem about reality may
be raised. Does it matter that straight line distance, instead of
route distance, is used for candidate squares selection? The
answer is no, because there is a long time between start point
regeneration and last query.

The difference between two kinds of distance does not
matter in starting location selection, but it is a serious matter
when considering dummy generation for succeeding queries.
Getting route distance is trivial; a simpleway is usingGoogle
Map API. We denote route distance as d̃ , different from
straight line distance d. Apart from initial query which is
generated by algorithm described before, all queries have
a nearest previous query, namely Qp. Based on lp0 and
user’s current location lc0, we first get route distance d̃0.
Next, we calculate d̃min and d̃max based on d̃0 and prede-
fined constants. Then, for each dummy group j , a irregular
realm R j is formed by all points which have a route dis-
tance to lpj lager than d̃min and smaller than d̃max. After R j

is determined, following steps are the same as start point
regeneration.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach
in terms of the fake path generation and the long-term con-
sistence.

5.1 Simulation environment

We created a map with 49 × 26 squares according to the
satellite map of our campus. The square is 50 × 50m. They
are divided into four types, which indicate normal places,
roads, water areas and unreachable places. We define that
two squares are similar if and only if they fall into the same
type.

Then, we simulate an author’s dailymovements within the
map and collect samples. In our scheme, different dummy
generation algorithms are selected according to the time dif-
ference between two consecutive queries, so a sample is
composed by a location and a time flag which indicates lead-
ing or succeeding query. Then we implement our approach
and take the samples as input for our experiments.

5.2 Framework of the proposed approach

The query and response process in our approach is illustrated
in Fig. 4. First, a user makes an initial query message. He,
then, selects a privacy protection scheme and generates a
privacy-protected query message. If the message is secret,
it will be encrypted by an encryption protocol. Finally, the
query message is sent to a cloud service provider, as shown
in Fig. 4a.
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Fig. 4 The query and response process. a The flow of a query. b The
flow of a response

On the other hand, on receiving a query, the service
provider first decrypts the message if it is encrypted and
then searches its database for the response. Similarly, the
response message will be encrypted if it is secret. At that
time, the corresponding response will be sent back to the
user, as illustrated in Fig. 4b.

5.3 Results and evaluations

We evaluate our approach in the following aspects.

5.3.1 Fake path generation

The first group of experiments was designed to test the path
faking ability of our approach to evaluate its effectiveness in
microscopic-level location privacy protection.We took some
paths from samples as users’ genuine movements and then
tested our scheme with different input paths combined with
different values of parameter k, which represents the number
of dummygroups. Figure 5 shows the result of a single test. In
this figure, genuine locations are denoted as triangle points,
while other points represent dummies grouped by different
shapes.

After all tests, we carried out a user study among students
in our university. The overall recognition rate is around 30%
when k = 3. These results show that our scheme is effective
in fake path generation, but a little lower than the scheme
in Shankar et al. (2009) with recognition rate of 26%. The
reason is that they rely on user’s destination and mature path
planer provided by Internet giant, while our fake path may
take a half-turn caused by reaching a dead end. Another rea-
son is they ignore the symmetry principle through implicitly
assuming adversaries do not have the full knowledge of their
algorithm.

Fig. 5 Pathes for a trip in our campus: one genuine path marked with triangles and three fake paths marked with diamonds, circles and squares
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Fig. 6 Density maps of one group locations, 500 queries. a The genuine locations. b A dummy group, consistent scheme. c A dummy group,
imitational scheme

Fig. 7 Density of each group in
our long-term consistent
generation scheme
(q = 500, k = 3). a Real
location group. b Fake location
group 1. c Fake location group
2. d Fake location group 3

5.3.2 Density distribution consistency

Next, we conducted the second group of experiments to
verify the long-term consistency of our approach in den-

sity distribution. Since any other work which takes into
account both geographical information and long-term con-
sistency could not be found, we implemented imitational
scheme as the contrast. As stated before, imitational scheme
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Fig. 8 Overall density maps of
our consistent scheme. a 500
queries, k = 2. b 500 queries,
k = 3. c 2500 queries, k = 2. d
2500 queries, k = 3

may violate symmetry principle, but it is not our concern
in this experiment. Our inputs consisted of 500 continu-
ous samples (about a week’s movements) at first and then
extended to 2500 samples as well. For each input and each
scheme, we performed two tests with k = 2 and k = 3,
respectively. In each test, queried locations are, respec-
tively, recorded for genuine location group and each dummy
group.

Rawdata recorded in every testwere processed to generate
density maps. In each record, there are 500 or 2500 locations
represented as pairs of coordinates denoted as (x, y), where
0 ≤ x < 49 and 0 ≤ y < 26. First, we scaled coordinate
values up by 5, then got 0 ≤ x < 245 and 0 ≤ y < 130.
Next, we created a grid with 245×130 cells, where the cell at
second column first row is denoted as c1,0. Then we counted
up the number of times that locations appear in each cell. For
example, a location (1.10, 1.20) in raw data will result in
counter denoted as t5,6 being increased by 1. Based on these
statistics, the density value of cm,n is calculated by following
equation:

dm,n =
min(m+S,244)∑

i=max(m−S,0)

min(n+S,129)∑

j=max(n−S,0)

(wi, j × ti, j ), (1)

where
∑

wi, j = 1 and wi, j has negative linear correlation
to the distance between ci, j and cm,n , and S controls the
overall gradient of density. We set S = 3. According to this
equation, a density matrix is generated for every record. For
each test, there are k+1matrixes, respectively, corresponding
to the group of all genuine locations and k dummy groups.
We added them up to form another density matrix, which is
corresponding to this test. Finally, all k + 2 matrixes were
normalized by dividing the maximum density value in this
test.

After data processing, density maps were created accord-
ing to density matrixes. Figure 6 shows three density maps
generated in two tests for different schemes using the same
input and parameter k. Figure 6a is corresponding to the
user’s real locations, while Fig. 6b, c is corresponding to
two dummy groups generated by consistent scheme and imi-
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Fig. 9 Density of each group in
imitational generation scheme
(q = 500, k = 3). a Real
location group. b Fake location
group 1. c Fake location group
2. d Fake location group 3

tational scheme, respectively. In density maps, x and y are
location coordinates and z represents density. As we can see,
the distribution pattern of the dummy group generated by
consistent scheme is similar to the real one, and they both
have high peaks which means that the user or this dummy
group always shows up there. But the distribution pattern of
the dummy group generated by imitational scheme is totally
different. It is not consistent with the real one. Then, we
observe overall density maps. Maps of consistent scheme
are presented in Figs. 7 and 8, while their counterparts are
omitted due to limited space. In these maps, although dis-
tribution patterns of the genuine locations and the dummy
groups are not identical, adversaries cannot distinguish the
genuine one from others because they all look similar to each
other.

Results in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate that our dummy
generation algorithms can protect long-term location privacy
for mobile users. Dummy groups generated by consistent
scheme have their own haunts like true users, and the density
distribution is scarcely distinguishable among genuine and
fake location groups. It is initially proved by this experiment

that dummies generated by our scheme are highly consistent
in density distribution. In contrast, imitational scheme cannot
provide the long-term consistency, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

5.3.3 Consistency with history

Finally,we carried out another group of experiments to exam-
ine whether dummy groups are consistent with their own
histories, i.e, when the user repeats his movements, each
dummy group should also repeat its history. At first, 100
continuous samples were replicated once to form an input
that contains 200 locations, i.e., when i > 100, location
(xi , yi ) is identical to (xi−100, yi−100). Then the number of
original samples is enlarged to 500, which means the sec-
ond input contains 1000 locations. For each input and each
scheme, one test with k = 3 is performed. Queried locations
are recorded in the same way described before.

In the input, the first half and the second half are same, but
it does not always hold in every record.Wedefine inconsistent
distance as the average distance between every location in the
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Table 1 Inconsistency distances

Queries Scheme Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Average

200 Consistent 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

200 Imitational 33.79 32.13 24.37 30.1

1000 Consistent 11.51 7.50 3.10 7.37

1000 Imitational 20.38 14.05 32.78 22.4

Table 2 Adjusting times

Queries k Adjusting times Probability (%)

500 2 29 5.8

500 3 25 5.0

2500 2 60 2.4

2500 3 66 2.6

first half and its counterpart in the second half and denote it
as D. For example, when the input contains 200 locations,

D =
(∑100

i=1

√
(xi − xi+100)2 + (yi − yi+100)2

)
/100. We

calculate the inconsistent distances for every dummy group
in each test, andTable 1 presents the results (unit is 10m). The
dummy groups generated by our consistent scheme are not
always consistent with their history. Instead, when the user
come back to the initial location, dummy groups probably
generate locations near initial ones. However, our consistent
scheme always outperforms the imitational scheme.

5.4 Other issues

As mentioned above, in our scheme, user’s real location may
be adjusted to keep the algorithm symmetric in the query,
which affects query’s accuracy. So we investigate the fre-
quency of adjusting. This information was recorded in our
second experiment, as shown in Table 2. The adjusting times
are not increasing with k apparently, and its growth is rela-
tively low when comparing to the quantity of queries.

6 Conclusions and future work

We examined existing dummy generation schemes and ana-
lyzed their limitations in the privacy protection. Then we
proposed four principles for the dummy generation. These
principles are essential for protecting user’s long-term loca-
tion privacy. Based on these principles, we proposed and
developed a set of novel dummy generation algorithms,
which take both real geographical information and long-term
consistency into account. The comprehensive experimental
results demonstrate that our approach achieves remarkable
long-term consistency while maintaining reasonable capac-
ity for fake path generation.

As a part of our future work, we are going to investi-
gate how to resist various attacks in mobile cloud systems to
enhance our approach.
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